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Abstract: The study and education on Party history among college students is an essential part of the study and education of Party history, which enjoys the quadruple value implications in construction of rational cognition, consolidation of ideals and convictions, cultivation of noble quality and cultivate their motivation to forge ahead. Starting from the new journey, the function of the Party in cultivation of people is given full play and the teenager are encouraged in Party history learning to connect their own love for the country into the learning of the Party learning so as to foster correct values and develop forces for going ahead with courage. Besides, the consciousness of teenagers should be encouraged in fulfilling their goals of striving to be a person with talents with innovation and practical learning, so as to achieve the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Medical students will be engaged in the medical industry in the future. They are bestowed with the sacred mission of healing the wounded and rescue the dying. Their ideological and political quality will pose direct impact on the development direction of doctor-patient relationship, which is also an important embodiment of the moral level and spiritual civilization level of the whole society in our country. It has positive research significance for medical students to study the Party history and give full play to the role of the Party history education on the ideological and political quality.
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1. Research background and significance
   Xi jinping pointed out that the education on Party history should be implemented based on "understanding of truth by learning history, increasing confidence by learning history, cultivating morality by learning history, and consolidating practice by learning history". College students are the builders and successors of the socialist cause. It has four values to carry out the study and education of Party history in various forms and rich contents among college students by using the historical relics of the revolutionary spirit, heroes and models of Party history stories, which are respectively: building rational cognition, being resolute in ideals and beliefs, cultivate noble morality, and forge ahead. On the new historical journey, giving full play to the educational function of Party history will enable young students to cultivate their feelings of family and country, shape the correct three outlooks, draw strength and forge ahead, and gather youthful strength for the realization of the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.

2. The ideological and political education function for medical students contained in Party history education
   2.1 The political education function of Party history education
   To improve the cognitive level is the first step to establish morality and cultivate people. To understand the truth by learning history can be achieved by learning the history of the Party. To construct the rational cognition of the Party history of college students, improve their ability to identify and resist all kinds of wrong thought, and correctly grasp the in-deep truth and principle of socialism with Chinese characteristics that the Communist Party of China has been in its prosperity for one hundred years.

   It was with firm ideals and conviction that the CPC faced up to the bloody and brutal white terror, went through the Long March and won the protracted War of Resistance against Japanese Aggression. It was also with determined ideals and beliefs that the CPC built poor and blank New China, overcame unexpected tests of nature and completed the grand battle against poverty. Ideal and faith are the spiritual calcium of Chinese Communists, and also the key support of casting soul and educating people. To increase confidence by learning history refers to strengthening the belief, faith and confidence of college students from the height of rationality and emotional depth through the study and education of Party history.
Faith is the foundation. The consolidation of impenetrable belief of students is a key link in the process of cultivating people. To carry out the education on Party history among college students will make college students, from education on the Party history, especially the history of reform and opening up, to have a complete understanding of the necessity and superiority of socialism with Chinese characteristics so as to strengthen college students’ belief of socialism with Chinese characteristics. To be specific, it is necessary to enhance college students’ confidence in the path, theory, system and culture of socialism with Chinese characteristics through Party history and education. We should enhance college students’ confidence in the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics, and make them understand that the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics is deep rooted in China, which is the embodiment of the will of the Chinese people with unique advantages in China. To enhance the theoretical confidence of college students in theoretical learning, so that college students can understand the source and guiding practice of the theory of socialism with Chinese characteristics, and have the majestic power to explain the world and transform the world. Achievements can be made to enhance college students’ confidence in the system, so that college students can intuitively feel the advantages of the socialist system with Chinese characteristics in the historical achievements and changes. The cultural confidence of college students should be strengthened in connection with history, and the cultural consciousness and cultural identity of college students should be strengthened in understanding the profound foundation, spiritual core and realistic power of socialist culture with Chinese characteristics. At present, there are erroneous trends of thought at home and abroad slandering and distorting socialism with Chinese characteristics. Through education on Party history, it will be clear for us to understand what is “Characteristics” and the advantages. Besides, we can understand that socialism with Chinese characteristics is the only way in China to create a better life, which goes against consciously all kinds of erroneous trends.

2.2 The effect of Party history education on medical students

Morality means self-restraint, and the completion of the socialization of moral norms follows the rational road from external requirements to internal identification and then to action consciousness, which can give full play to the role of Party history study and education. Currently, college students have developed diversified values. The tribute to morality by learning history means to give full of Party history in cultivating people and the communist morality based education and the traditional virtue education of the Chinese nation should be combined to guide college students to pursue a higher level and realm of life, and to become a new man of the times who knows honor and disgrace and is clearly virtuous to serve the world.

The purpose of studying the history of the Party is to grasp the laws of the History of the Party and draw strength for action to open up new undertakings. Studying history and practicing is to show the history of the Party and the people working together with one heart and one mind through the study and education of Party history of college students, so that college students can understand the hard-won good life, happiness is to rely on struggle, and strive to achieve the unity of knowledge and practice, and constantly forge ahead.

Learning to be a competent person and development of innovation can be realized by pragmatic undertakings and learning. To conduct Party history study and education among college students, we are required to to draw strength for action from the century struggle of the CPC, so as to strengthen their determination to get things done, to realize their dreams through down-to-earth study and hard work, and to record their life path for contribution to the great motherland. Over the past hundred years, the Communist Party of China has conquered powerful enemies at home and abroad and overcome challenges from all aspects. We have led the Chinese people in achieving three great leaps forward, and achieved the strategic goal of building a moderately prosperous society in all respects from a moderately prosperous society in general. The CPC is well aware of the principle of governance that only through hard work can a country thrive. Over the past century, it has been committed to fulfilling its original mission, and generations of CPC have continued to strive to fulfill its mission and tasks.

Each major advance of the great cause under the leadership of the Communist Party of China has been achieved in the process of solving major issues of the times. In light of the exploration and response to the issue of the revolutionary path of new democracy, the exploration and response to the issue on building of socialism, the exploration and response to the issue on scientific development and the exploration and response to issues on adhering to and developing socialism with Chinese characteristics, the CPC has always been working hard and taking responsibility to take the lead in the way to realize the great dream by facing up to and solving problems in a step by step manner. College students are encouraged to have pragmatic undertakings and education on pragmatic practice should be given priority during the education on Party learning. Besides, theory education should be integrated with out-class practice to enable students to be exercised in pragmatic practice, as a result, shouldering the historic mission as a member of the new generation.

The purpose of summarizing history is to better look into the future and enhance confidence in the Chinese Dream. To carry out Party history study and education among college students can make them realize the bright prospect of the Great Rejuvenation of The Chinese dream after the arduous course and unremitting exploration of the Party in one hundred years.
Looking back the road we have embarked on, the Chinese nation gradually woke up in the rumble of foreign powers, the Communist Party of China led the people to overthrow the oppression by the "Three mountains", achieving the millennium well-off dream. China's international standing has continued to rise, and it has achieved a great leap from standing up and becoming rich to becoming strong. The communist Party of China has always adhered to and developed socialism with Chinese characteristics in the face of various risks and challenges at home and abroad. It has avoided an old and evil path and created the two major miracles of economic and social development and social stability. Overlooking the way forward, two-step strategy goals clearly depict the great revival of roadmap. On the basis of scientifically grasping the general trend of world development and rationally judging the prescriptions of our country to correctly deal with the main social contradictions, it is foreseeable that the dream of great rejuvenation will become a reality in the continuing struggle. In the study and education of Party history, the history of the Party for hard struggle and the stage course of socialism should be integrated to strengthen the education on ideals and beliefs of college students, so that they can grow up to be the adults with firm belief in national rejuvenation and thus values that belong to themselves and benefit others and the society based on their own positions can be developed.

3. The reasons for the insufficiency of ideological and political education function of Party history education for medical students

3.1 Colleges and universities

3.1.1 The complex environment of party history education in colleges and universities

The important reason for obscure recognition of the mainstream Party history among part of college students lies in the complex educational environment on Party history in colleges and universities. The diversification of social trend of thought has posed a negative impact on college students, while the rapid spread of Internet aggravates the negative impact of social trend of thought. Family education fails to be conducted with more focuses on ideological and political education without synergy in education.

3.1.2 Inadequate engagement of some educators in teaching

Some college students themselves developed the characters of being different from others. Besides, the impetuous social environment has fueled oil on their badly developed conducts. In order to generate a sensational effect, they are blinded by historical nihilism that is contrary to the prevailing vie. Even worse, some college students are hostile to traditional mainstream views with rejection of the mainstream cultural knowledge acquired from classroom teaching, thus restricting the ideological and political function of Party history. In addition, they are more vulnerable to external factors, resulting in an unstable development of values of college students, which increases the difficulty for teachers to adapt to the development status of students in carrying out ideological and political education, so that non-significant effect of the Party history on cultivation of people is achieved.

3.2 Students in colleges and universities

3.2.1 Heavy load in studies among medical students

Medical students face heavy load in studies with various subjects. In the period with the heaviest load in study of professional courses, medical students failed to show high enthusiasm in learning the Party history in a independent manner after class under the pressure in majoring professional courses.

3.2.2 Some medical students' lack of correct and serious attitude towards political study of Party history

Medical students are reluctant to study the Party history independently, holding that it is difficult to study the Party history theory independently. The reason lies in that education on the Party history in colleges and universities failed to guide students for independent exploration. As the ideological and political function of the Party history is given play, priority was given to the description of the process of historical events. However, few efforts were made in interpretation on laws and the guidance based exploration, and the analysis of realistic problems and the review of historical events are not well taken into consideration. The function of the Party history in enabling us for better understanding of truth should be achieved to empower students to have the ability to distinguish mainstream from tributaries. As a result, students should be capable of recognizing the overall development trends and the specific situation. The purpose of to implement ideological and political courses is to cultivate college students' ability to discern things, and a review of the history and concern on reality are key to cultivation of the ability to discern things.
4. The ways to improve ideological and political education function of Party history education for medical students

4.1 Colleges and universities
4.1.1 Unify the idea of publicity and optimize the educational environment

The diversification of social trend of thought has posed some bad effects on college students. In order to overcome these negative effects and optimize the educational environment, it is necessary to establish a unified ideology in propaganda by building and using the Party history learning & sharing platform with purpose to explore a new form of online education on the Party history. Besides, education on the Party history should be integrated into construction of family conducts under the principle of adhering to the unified Marxist theory.

The utilization of materials on the Party history in the Internet, the resource sharing of Party history based materials is achieved. After establishment of the sharing platform for education on Party history, we continue to open up new channels for propaganda of Party history on the basis of utilization of the platform. Besides, efforts were made in exploration of new forms of network education to expand the coverage of Party history propaganda and education.

4.1.2 Play the role of the main front and innovate the way of education

Although the external environment for education on Party history in colleges and universities is complicated, we can play the role of colleges and universities as the main force. The four functions of Party history can be achieved through cultural activities to create a good ideological and political education atmosphere imperceptibly. In view of the problem of weak compatibility between education on the Party history and the times in some colleges and universities, the problem can be effectively solved through innovative education methods. Specifically, we can give play to the leading role of the Communist Youth League and the Party branch to effectively initiate the subjectivity and enthusiasm of college students. Practice activities can be carefully organized to make up for inadequate practice.

4.1.3 Strengthen the construction of main channels and stimulate the subjective initiative of teachers

The effectiveness of ideological and political courses in colleges and universities largely depends on teachers. To stimulate teachers' subjective initiative, cultivate their firm political accomplishment, understand and be firm of their status in leading position. The leading role of teachers responsible for education on ideology and politics should be brought into full play by improving theoretical literacy and ability quality.

To develop the political character of educators responsible for education on ideology and politics means to ensure that the educators are good examples with righteous conducts. Ideological and political educators with high political character are key to enhancing the function of education on ideology and politics for college students in Party history. The development of political character can serve as a driver to cultivate the sense of responsibility and mission of ideological and political educators, so as to ensure the effective development of the ideological and political function of Party history.

4.2 Students in colleges and universities
4.2.1 Strengthen the self-learning ability of medical students

To carry out Party history based education based on college students' own majors and disciplines. The promotion of disciplines can be integrated with the study of Party history, which can enhance professional skills and faith. In addition, it can also relieve college students, especially junior students, who are under too much pressure in courses. Under such circumstances, it is difficult to strike a balance in study of the Party history. The ability in professions is enhanced and their national confidence and pride will be greatly promoted. In addition, there are outstanding talents in all walks of life contribute all their life to the national course. Besides, college student should learn from the outstanding talents for their outstanding contributions, as a result, they can feel the power of lofty ideals and beliefs of outstanding talents, which is conducive for college students to clearly establishing their own career goals. Moreover, it is rich learning materials on Party history.

4.2.2 Cultivate medical students' interest in learning

At present, we need to pay attention to the practical effect of practical activities while conducting innovation. First of all, the plan for activity in the whole process should be well made to enhance the effectiveness of activities. When we organize college students to visit the memorial hall or before activity visiting, educators can set a good task for the students to write down their feelings in advance, for example, there is a study experience with designated theme. By setting this kind of feeling task, in-detailed visit can be avoided. In the activity visit, educators can organize "perception exchange" activities at any time, college students will be divided into various groups, who will share their feelings in the form of a group, so that students can be inspired, and their understanding of the history of the Party will be more three-dimensional and vivid. After the activity visit, college students can be guided to put these feelings in written form on paper, and educators should pay
attention to the students' feelings to comment on, educate college students to learn the history of the Party more profound feelings. In addition, we need give priority to the red resources of the local school or the hometown of the classmate.

In light of the deep affection of students for their hometown and venue for study, the narration of the real story of these venues can give rise to resonance with students with movement.

5. Conclusion

Xi Jinping, General Secretary, have stressed in particular in the mobilization conference that the correct values on Party history based study and education is the premise of good implementation of education on the Party history. The essence of the ideological and political education function of Party history is to educate college students to establish a correct view of the Party history. However, education on ideology and politics can be implemented based on the accommodation to the needs of the society with embodiment of the needs of the society. The society is witnessing rapid development and changes. Therefore, the author believes that it is necessary to integrate the rapid development and change of vivid reality based on the research in this paper to conduct thorough analysis on the new situation, new problems from both aspects of theory and practice with ideological and political function of Party history, so that ideological and political education can better serve the cause of socialist construction with Chinese characteristics.
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